9401
9401 A Stroll in the Woods
Sizes: S (M, L, XL) Finished bust approx 36 (38, 42, 44)”
Note: fronts are larger than back.
Materials: Prism Merino Mia
2 (2, 2, 2)- 109 A
2 (2, 2, 2) Truffles B
2 (2, 2, 2) Conifer C
1 (1, 1, 2) - 113 D
2 (2, 2, 2) - 106 E
2 (2, 2, 2) Moss F
1 (1, 1, 2) - 211 G
1 (1, 1, 2) - 502 H
1 (1, 1, 1) Sagebrush I
Needles size 3 or size to get gauge
Gauge: in stockinette st, 24 sts & 37 rows = 4”
Our classically styled jacket features a refined fit, with a kimono-style front
that has enough body to sit properly even without a closure.
Of course you could add a fabulous button and loop, or use a gorgeous
shawl pin as we did. An array of related colors marches from dark at the
bottom to light at the top, accented by strong contrasting hues that also
move from dark to light.
Use a Merino Mia 6-Pack as the basis, and let us pick the
appropriate contrasting colors. We used Into the Woods.

Berry Compote

Blue Moon

Champagne

Firelight

Forest Glen

Into the Woods

Smoke Gets in Your Eye

The Good Earth

9402
9402 Shadow Boxing
Size 1 (2): Body size is same for both; difference is in length
and size of sleeves: Approx. 44” bust X 58” at hem
Materials:
8 Madison Shades Gray A
2 (3) Madison 901 B
Needles size 7 & 8 or size to make Magic Number work
2 snap closures (we used Jul)
Stitch markers
Gauge: With larger needle in stock st, 18 sts & 28 rows = 4”

Magic Number knitting creates stacks of colors that are enhanced by
alternating knits and purls, creating a dramatic swing jacket that is full
at the hem and folds naturally along the body as the stacks march to the
shoulders. A little manipulation causes diamonds to appear at the hem.
Colors are pleated into the shoulder seam and a mid-range gray
ties everything together.

9403 On Wings of Dreams Tunic, Cowl and Scarf (next page)
Size: 1 (2) finished bust approx. 60 (72)”
Materials for Tunic:
1 (2) Gossamer
2 (2) Shimmerati
Needles size 4 & 8 or size to get gauge
Note: if you wish to make the companion cowl, you will need a total of 2 Gossamer for either size and 3 Shimmerati.
Gauge: in Leaf Lace Pattern with larger needle,
1 repeat = 4” wide + 4.5” long
Inspired by a cowl designed by Laura Zukaite and featured in Vogue Knitting,
our Laura took the leaf lace pattern and expanded it to a floating tunic.
Seriously oversized with excellent drape and feather-light feel,
the tunic has options for tight ribbed sleeves or open sides with button features.
A companion cowl allows a variety of options for wearing, or you can make the long, generous scarf.

9403

Our smaller version, left, features tight ribbed sleeves.
The generous boxy shape looks great over pencil skirts,
leggings or skinny dresses,
with fabric sheer enough to show your great shape...or
not, as you choose.
Contrasting colors will show your body more, or
choose coordinating colors for less exposure.
The generous scarf can range from 72” up to 100” or
more, depending on how you like to wear it.

9404

9404 Painted Desert
Sizes: S (M, L, 1X, 2X) Finished bust approx. 36 (38, 40, 44, 48)”
Finished shoulder approx. 14 (15, 16, 17, 18)”
Finished hem approx. 55 (60, 65, 70, 75)” Materials:
6-8 Lace wool; 6 is sufficient for any size,
but 8 provides a larger palette
We used 8: Plum Dandy A, Embers B, Kilimanjaro C,
Moss D, Copper Penny E, Freesia F, Sky G, 113 H
Needles size 4 & 5 or size to get gauge
Gauge: In stockinette st, larger needle & 3 strands together,
23 sts & 32 rows = 4”
All the hues we can imagine join together in a jacket of many colors.
Three strands of Lace Wool worked as oneknit into a fabric of soft suppleness that is incredibly light weight.
By constantly changing one strand, we can paint with yarn and create our own color movement as we please.
Swing shape is built into the five panels, which are finished with
flat Half Linen Stitch bands topped off with rolled stockinette edges.

www.prismyarn.com

9405

Uber soft Plumette works equally
well for accessories or garments.
Our double wrapped cowl opens up
to a shoulder wrap,
while the cozy vest adds a splash
of color. We chose a group of eight
jewel tones and moved from dark
greens through blues to raspberry.
Knit in one piece to the armholes—
you’ll be finished in no time.
The cowl in Mushroom is an easy
weekend project and
makes a great holiday gift!

9405 Velvet Whispers Cowl & Vest
Vest:
Sizes: 1 (2, 3) finished bust approx. 40 (44, 48)”
Finished hem approx. 70 (80, 90)”; will narrow from drape
and downward stretch.
Materials:
8 (9, 10) Plumette We used 8 colors; you may use more or fewer,
and double up on colors you like.
#10 needle
Gauge: 14 sts = 4” slightly stretched
Vest is oversized with substantial drape; shoulders are drawn
in to 15” width, oversized body width drapes along body.

Cowl:
One Size approx. 15” x 52” (variable)

Materials:
4 Plumette
#10 needle

9406

9406 Snuggle Cowl
One Size: Approx 25” x 48”
Materials:
4 Merino Mia
# 9 Needles
Openwork stitches create extremely soft and drapable fabric.
Our Mobius Cowl in Merino Mia is no exception: flexible enough to wrap around your neck several times for an on-trend stacked look,
above right, and generous enough to drop over your shoulders for extra warmth.
Or, just toss it insouciantly around your neck for a bit of yarn jewelry! Cabernet, above right, and Aegean, above left.

www.prismyarn.com

